The Life-Changing Magic of Holding Onto Stuff

Now don’t get me wrong. I don’t have anything against Marie Kondo herself, that
obsessive-compulsive Japanese woman who parleyed a simple idea into a multi-million
dollar “influencer” empire, nor do I begrudge her success. In fact, I really admire someone
who had spent five years as a maiden attendant in a Shinto shine and who is attempting to
bring the Shintoist concepts of kami and kannagara into our modern lives.
It’s just that I don’t think that she went far enough.
Sure, the KonMari method—to question whether each of our possessions gives us a
heart-flutter like a first crush—is fine. But is asking whether this or that thing “sparks joy” in
us at the present moment really the best way to decide whether to keep or toss our stuff?
What about asking whether this thing that used to give us a heart flutter might in the future
spark a memory of happier times to lighten our day? Or even if our stuff no longer brings us
joy, might it not bring a smile to the faces of those who come after us?
Like many Baby Boomers, my wife and I recently downsized—in our case a
particularly dramatic downsizing as we left our rambling old 19th-century New Hampshire
home to flee the US and retire to Spain. It took us months to go through the mass of material
that we had accumulated over the years—much of it from my wife’s parents, grandparents,
great grandparents and great- great grandparents (one of the downsides of marrying an only
child who was the daughter of an only child!) Going through closet after closet, trunk after
trunk, we sorted everything into “sell,” “ship,” “store,” and “toss” piles. And then there were

the books, many thousands of volumes that we—both of us academics and children of
academics—had accumulated on our many bookcases.
But at last we were done. The “we-can’t-possibly-throw-this-away-but-don’t-reallywant-to-ship-to-Spain” pile had been put in boxes and hauled to a 5’ x 7’ rented storage unit.
The two tons of stuff we were shipping to Spain was inventoried, put in plastic bins, and
loaded into a rented U-Haul truck, ready to be driven down to the shipping company in Port
Elizabeth, NJ, and the four huge suitcases we were taking with us on the boat on which we
were going to sail back to Europe were all packed up. And thank goodness for the estate sale
agent who told us just to lock the house when we drove off, and to leave everything else—old
toothbrushes in the bathroom, unwanted clothes in the closet, and stale food in the frig—for
him to deal with after we were gone. So we left.
Of course we made some mistakes. We were shocked when a cousin told us that she
had driven by the house after the estate sale and had to rescue the grandfather clock that had
been in the family for generations and that was being tossed into the dumpster because it
hadn’t sold. And at least once a week I turn to my bookcase here in Spain, looking for a
particular volume, only to realize that we had left it behind, presumably to be tossed into that
dumpster and rot away in a New Hampshire landfill. (Yes, the amount of information
available online nowadays is amazing, but I would estimate that less than a quarter of what
was in my former books can be found on the internet.) And every now and then I think about
something that hadn’t made it into the “keep” or “ship-to-Spain” piles; whatever happened to
that little sherd I had picked up in the Roman forum when I was with my family on our Grand
European Tour when I was twelve years old?
But, for the most part, I am overjoyed with the material possessions with which I have
chosen to surround myself. We have a little display cabinet in our apartment here that makes
me smile every time I glance over at it, my eyes lingering on some agates I had spent months
polishing back in the States, or on a Paleolithic hand-axe from the Thames River my fatherin-law had purchased in London in the 1960’s, or on the fossilized cave bear jaw fragment I
bought at the Gilsum Rock Swap a decade ago. And every morning I pour my fresh-squozen
orange juice into the same little glass with frosted bands that my central-Texan grandmother
used to serve OJ to me when I was a child as she’d say “open up the little red lane.” And
while we have yet to go through most of the dozen large plastic bins of old archives we
shipped to Spain, my wife has almost finished transcribing the letters her father had mailed
home from the front in WWII, and I have begun to sort through the thousands of as-yet

unscanned slides I amassed through decades of excavating in the Mediterraneans. And, on
each of the two return trips to the US that we have made since we moved to Spain four years
ago, we have stopped by our storage unit to ogle old treasures; this past year I brought back
two small silver spoons that one of my wife’s ancestors had purchased at the 1889 Exposition
Universelle in Paris and my wife brought back her great grandmother’s wedding dress.
(While we will no doubt continue to raid our storage unit of little treasures in future visits, for
the most part, those boxes will remain intact for our son to deal with after we are gone.)
As an archaeologist, I am particularly attuned to the way material artifacts are used
and discarded. (And I am hardly alone in this, cf. e.g., The Life Biography of Artefacts and
Ritual Practice: With case studies from Mesolithic-Early Bronze Age Europe, British
Archaeological Reports, 2020.) And I am not against throwing things away—old trash pits
are a life-blood for archaeologists! I am, however, concerned with the consumerism of our
modern throw-away society, where we purchase stuff for our own use and then toss it away
when we’re done. We are losing something that has been part of the human experience for
thousands of years, conserving and marveling at artifacts that had played an important role in
the life of our ancestors.
And of course I am not unaware of the many privileges that I, a white male child of
educated middle-class parents, have been afforded in my life. And the problem of dealing
with masses of stuff that Marie Kondo’s clients face is certainly a first-world problem while
so many millions live their lives deprived of the luxury of having too many material
possessions. The landfills that are filling up our industrialized landscapes are an ecological
and moral disaster.
Still, I remember a lesson I learned when I was a boy playing war with my brothers,
our rows of little plastic soldiers arraigned against each other on the playground floor—a
ubiquitous activity for boys in 1950’s America, apparently designed to turn us into budding
imperialists. In pretend battle after pretend battle, we would try to capture each other’s
troops. And, in the end, the one with the most toys wins.

